
The 2007 Honda Odyssey

Quality Honda Accessories give you the opportunity to fine- 

tune your new Honda just how you like it. Whether you  

want to turn up the style, the versatility or the exclusivity,  

every accessory is designed and built to adhere to the  

strictest Honda standards. See your dealer for full details.

Genuine Honda Replacement Parts are made to the same 

exacting standards as original Honda components and are 

guaranteed by the Genuine Honda Parts Warranty.

Make the grade with Honda. If you’re a recent university or 

college graduate, you may be eligible for an allowance of up  

to $750 on certain Honda models. To learn more about the 

Graduate Program, visit honda.ca or see your participating 

Honda dealer.

Honda Canada Finance Inc. Whether you buy or lease  

a Honda, Honda Canada Finance Inc. can assist you with  

the process. Ask your dealer which lease or purchase plan  

best suits your needs.

We’re ready to help. When you purchase a 2007 Honda, you 

automatically receive Honda Plus Roadside Assistance. This 

service is available to you or anyone else driving your vehicle 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week, anywhere in Canada or the 

continental U.S. Coverage is for 3 years, unlimited distance and 

includes towing, battery boost, lock-out assistance plus many 

other helpful services. Ask your dealer for more information.

We’re Here. At Honda, assistance and support are always available. The team of trained technicians at your Honda dealership  

will keep your vehicle in terrific shape. Honda accessories installed at the time your vehicle is purchased are covered under the  

3-year/60,000-km limited warranty. If you need more information or assistance, call us at 1-888-9-HONDA-9. For all of the latest 

Honda information, including product specifications, pricing, photos and more, visit honda.ca. It has everything you need to “design” 

your Honda and personalize it with items from a list of quality accessories.

Get the latest photos, MSRPs, features, specs and more at www.honda.ca
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The 2007 Odyssey.  
More form, function and fun  
for the whole family.



VERSATILIT Y

Everything you could ask for in a minivan,  
or wanted to bring with you, is here. From kids 
and camping gear to pets and backpacks, the 
incredibly versatile cabin space of the Odyssey 
is ready, willing and more than capable of 
handling almost any sized family outing.

More adventure.



In the Odyssey, safety is more than just a goal – it’s a commitment  

to providing the safest vehicle possible for you and your family. With 

innovative standard safety features such as Advanced Compatibility 

Engineering™ (ACE™) body structure, comprehensive cabin airbags,  

passenger-side Occupant Position Detection System (OPDS), Vehicle 

Stability Assist (VSA®) with Traction Control and more, every practice  

can be a perfectly safe one.

More defence.

The Odyssey helps you protect the 
ones that matter most, by providing 
you with more standard safety 
features than ever before.

Features:
Two second-row rear seat Lower Anchors and 
Tethers for Children (LATCH) for securing child 
seats / Available power-adjustable accelerator 
and brake pedals for proper driver positioning 
and control / Three-row side curtain airbags with 
rollover sensors / Child-proof rear door locks

Did you know that for improved safety 
and fuel efficiency, the Odyssey features 

a Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) to 
continually monitor the air pressure in each 
tire? If pressure drops in any one tire, an alert 
appears on the driver’s instrument panel, 
indicating that a tire needs attention.

?



The Odyssey’s smooth, sedan-like handling and 

powerful yet fuel-efficient V-6 engine makes it  

as much fun to drive as it is painting the town red.

More than just a study in sleek, aerodynamic design and 

minivan versatility, the Odyssey is very capable of getting 

the driver’s attention, too. The experience starts with the 

pure driving rush that comes from the 244-hp, VTEC® V-6 

engine, or from the available i-VTEC® engine with Variable 

Cylinder Management™ (VCM™) that delivers V-6 engine power 

when you need it and optimal fuel efficiency by deactivating 

three cylinders when more power isn’t required. 

It continues in cornering with the sedan-like stability  

and responsive handling of 4-wheel independent and 

double-wishbone rear suspension with stabilizer bars.  

And if that doesn’t hold your attention, the available 

360-watt Premium audio system, Honda Satellite-Linked 

Navigation System with bilingual Voice Recognition and 

rearview camera certainly will. 

DRIVER EXPERIENCE

More get-up-and-go.



For more storage and flexible seating:

Row after row of comfort and 
interior luxury makes for a world 
of difference everyone will enjoy.

As comfortable as it looks, it feels even better, thanks to the available leather, heated  

front seats, 8-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with memory, and dual-zone automatic 

climate control with air-filtration system. There’s even a tri-zone automatic climate control 

system in the Touring model. What’s more, you’ll find additional comfort in the tilt and 

telescoping steering column, steering wheel with available audio and cruise controls, 

and the extra legroom created by the space-saving, easy-to-reach, dash-mounted shifter. 
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Welcome to the Odyssey interior.

Configurations. The Odyssey’s innovative approach to storage and seating capacity makes it an excellent 

choice for mobile multi-tasking. For example, Honda invented a One-Motion 60/40 Split 3rd-Row Magic Seat® 

that folds flat to add extra cargo space in seconds. There’s also available seating for eight with the highly 

innovative Stowable 2nd-Row Plus One Seat™. And with a total of 4173 litres of cargo space, there’s more 

than enough room for loads of luggage or gear galore.

Features:
[ 01 ]  Available remote-operated power 
side doors and tailgate  [ 02 ]  Available Lazy 
Susan in-floor storage  [ 03 ]  Up to 17 cup-
holders  [ 04 ]  Seat-back pockets  [ 05 ]  Dual 
glove compartments
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With so many smart storage and seating configurations, the packing 

possibilities are virtually endless. For starters, there’s the available 

Stowable 2nd-Row Plus One Seat. Watch in awe as versatility literally 

comes to life as the Plus One Seat transforms from a comfortable 

eighth seat to a second-row centre console and tray, only to then 

completely disappear into the floor for extra cabin space when you 

need it. 

More action packed.

Available on Touring models, the Odyssey’s unique in-floor storage puts  

a fresh spin on space with the ingenious Lazy Susan rotating storage tray. 

Hidden in the floor, this versatile spinning tray is large enough to stow a 

variety of things. Now everything from kids’ toys and games to tools and 

valuables will be kept organized and out of the way, yet easily accessible. 

And for a single, larger storage area, remove the Lazy Susan entirely and 

the compartment turns into a lockable storage area to keep electronic 

devices and valuables safe and out of sight.

Did you know the power sliding 
side doors and rear tailgate  

are remote-operated? The Odyssey’s 
available power dual sliding doors and 
available power tailgate can either be 
opened by the driver from inside the 
cabin or conveniently remote-operated 
from a distance for easy, hands-free 
accessibility. 

?
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pull out the plus one seat’s cushion give the second row a tray fold it up to make space

store it in the floor safe and sound and easily found



More form, function and fun for everyone.

Whatever your destination and wherever you’re sitting, the Odyssey ensures everyone is travelling first class. Focusing  

on your physical comfort, the luxurious interior of the Odyssey offers 360 degrees of intelligent form, functional design  

and a host of innovative amenities to make even the most epic adventures seem altogether too short.

Available 360-watt Premium audio 

system with 6-disc in-dash CD changer 

and 7 speakers including subwoofer.

For a fresh perspective, there’s a large 

power moonroof available on models  

that feature a leather interior.

Available power-adjustable gas and  

brake pedals help ensure proper driver 

positioning and comfort. 

> > > An available clever conversation mirror 

allows easy viewing of the cabin without 

turning your head. It also serves as a  

flip-down sunglasses holder.

Getting in and out of the Odyssey is easy, 

thanks to the available dual sliding doors 

that feature the comfort and convenience  

of power second-row windows. Plus, built-in 

sunshades on most models help protect 

against unwanted glare.

For even more storage, the Odyssey 

offers you dual glove compartments –  

so there’s always room for more.

> > >

Talk about adventure. The available Honda Navigation System 

with bilingual Voice Recognition can pinpoint your exact 

location, even if you can’t. Utilizing GPS satellite technology, 

the system responds to over 600 verbal commands and offers 

voice prompts and a moving map display to guide you to 

your destination. Plus, there’s a built-in rearview camera  

to provide a clear picture of what’s behind you before you 

back up. And with available steering wheel-mounted audio 

and cruise controls, your hands will always be exactly where 

they should be – on the wheel.

The available Honda DVD Rear Entertainment System with 

separate front and rear audio sources lets both front and rear 

passengers choose what they want to listen to. It boasts  

an impressive 9-inch screen, and its control panel faceplate 

detaches to become a remote control. Also included are  

two lightweight wireless headsets featuring personal 

surround sound. Plus, for those long trips, you 

can even plug in a video game system or 

laptop using the rear audio/video inputs.

> >

THE WILD ON DVD 9/06. © DISNEY



All minivans have engines, but only the 

Odyssey has the highly intelligent, fuel-

efficient i-VTEC engine with Variable 

Cylinder Management  (VCM).

Smaller engines use less fuel. That’s the incredibly efficient thinking behind the Odyssey’s 

available 3.5-litre i-VTEC V-6 engine with the VCM system. This innovative system seamlessly 

activates, or deactivates, the three rear cylinders, depending on your driving demands and 

conditions. The result is the best of both worlds: 244 horsepower and 240 lb.-ft. of torque 

for towing, climbing, or passing and the fuel-efficiency of a smaller engine when cruising. 

Plus, models with VCM technology are equipped with an Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) 

system to help reduce engine noise in the cabin, adding an extra measure of quiet comfort 

to your commute.

ENGINE EFFICIENCY

As refined as it is inspiring, the Odyssey has a high-performance side. With its 

durable yet efficient 244 horsepower, 3.5-litre VTEC V-6 engine, or the available 

3.5-litre i-VTEC V-6 engine with Variable Cylinder Management (VCM), the 

Odyssey moves with powerful purpose, delivering up to 240 lb.-ft. of torque 

for quick, confident passing, and up to 1588 kilograms of towing capacity. 

Plus, an extra kick of driving exhilaration comes from the 5-speed automatic 

transmission providing quick-shifting acceleration and enhanced smooth 

power delivery from its Drive-by-Wire Throttle System™. Factor it all together 

and the Odyssey is a very responsive performer.

More Lift-Off

Did you know that the Office 
of Energy Efficiency of Natural 

Resources Canada rated the 2005 and 
2006 Honda Odyssey with VCM as the 
most efficient vehicle in its class? Plus, 
the Odyssey is a low emissions vehicle 
with a Tier 2 Bin 5 rating. And with an 
80-litre fuel capacity, and a highway 
fuel consumption rating of 8.2-litres per 
100 km, the Odyssey is ideal for long-
distance adventures.

?



Safety for Everyone
At Honda, Safety for Everyone is a commitment to providing one of the 

highest levels of standard safety features to help ensure occupant safety 

and protection, regardless of the price or size of the vehicle. Through 

innovative, real-world research Honda is developing unequalled measures 

of protection for drivers and passengers. In fact, recent crash tests conducted 

by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration show more Honda 

models received 5-star safety ratings for front and side impact than any 

other brand.* Looking to the future, Honda is working towards enhancing 

safety for occupants of other vehicles and even pedestrians – a challenge 

Honda is turning into a reality.

with vsa:  
control maintained

without vsa: 
loss of control

Pedestrian safety  
Innovative pedestrian safety design 
with energy-absorbing hood and front 
fenders and breakaway wiper pivots.

Vehicle Stability Assist   
Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) with Traction 
Control can sense and correct oversteer and 
understeer situations to enhance handling 
and cornering stability, while Traction Control 
enhances grip during acceleration.

Six standard airbags
Six standard airbags line the vehicle’s cabin, including the revolutionary passenger-side 
Occupant Position Detection System (OPDS) airbag that will not deploy if the system 
detects a smaller sized or out-of-position occupant. Plus, rear seat Lower Anchors and 
Tethers for Children (LATCH) offer secure child-seat restraint.  

> > > > >

Honda reminds you and your passengers to always buckle up. Children 12 and under are safest when properly secured in the rear seat.
*Based on tests published on July 4th, 2006 by NHTSA for 2006 models featuring standard front and side airbags. Government star ratings 
are part of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA’s) New Car Assessment Program ( www.safercar.gov).

ACE body structure
Front and rear crumple zones, reinforced with  
a rigid high-tensile safety cell, absorb impact 
energy created during a collision before it 
reaches the occupants inside the vehicle. Plus, 
Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) 
body structure disperses frontal impact energy, 
increasing occupant protection. ACE also lessens 
damage caused in collisions between vehicles 
of different sizes. 

Tire Pressure Monitoring System  
For enhanced safety and fuel efficiency 
a Tire Pressure Monitoring System 
(TPMS) continually monitors the air 
pressure in each tire. If pressure drops 
in any one tire, an alert appears on the 
driver’s instrument panel, indicating 
that a tire needs attention.  

Standard anti-lock brakes  
For safe stopping, the 4-wheel Anti-lock 
Braking System (ABS) helps you maintain 
control under hard braking conditions 
with Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD) 
that optimizes braking forces based on 
weight distribution inside the vehicle.



On a September day in 1946, Soichiro Honda visited  

the home of a friend, where he came across a small 

generator engine designed for a wireless radio. In a 

moment of inspiration, he turned to his friend and said, 

“Let’s use this to power a bicycle,” and the realization  

of The Power of Dreams began. 

The New Honda FCX. The same innovative spirit 

characterized on that September day still resonates 

today in the development of Honda’s next-generation 

advanced mobility vehicle – the Honda FCX, a zero 

emissions vehicle. Thanks to revolutionary Honda 

fuel-cell technology, the FCX powers its motor with 

electricity generated from a hydrogen-oxygen 

chemical reaction. Outputting 80 hp and 201 lb.-ft.  

of torque, the FCX is a responsive, versatile vehicle  

to drive. And most important, the only emission 

produced is clean water vapour, making it a better  

car for a better future. 

The Power of Dreams

Honda Innovation. What started with a dream 

now moves people in every conceivable way.  

To this day, Honda innovation takes many forms: 

from a range of award- and race-winning motor-

cycles, automobiles and trucks to the first full line 

of fuel-efficient low emission 4-stroke outboard 

motors, to the high-flying efficiency of the rev-

olutionary engine-over-the-wing HondaJet, and 

even ASIMO, the world’s most advanced humanoid 

robot. Honda is also at the forefront of safety inno-

vation, with a “Safety for Everyone” commitment 

that provides the highest level of standard safety 

features regardless of vehicle price or size. And  

as long as people have places to go, Honda will 

continue to invent and innovate better, safer and 

cleaner ways to get them there.
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[ 01 ]  ASIMO, the advanced life assisting humanoid robot  
[ 02 ]  Innovative F1®-tested engineering  [ 03 ]  Honda’s 
advanced research and development safety facility  
in Tochigi, Japan  [ 04 ]  The high-speed, fuel-efficient, 
HondaJet  [ 05 ]  First manufacturer of a full line of 
cleaner 4-stroke outboard motors  [ 06 ]  The world’s 
first motorcycle safety airbag  
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AJAC – Automobile Journalists Association of Canada “Truck of the Year” and “Best New Minivan” for 2005 / 

NHTSA – 2006 “5-Star Safety Rating” for Front and Side Impact Protection / EnerGuide – Most Fuel-Efficient 

Van for 2005 / Automobile Magazine – Named “All-Star” Minivan by Automobile Magazine for the sixth 

straight year in a row 

ACCOL ADES

The Odyssey was named one of Car 
and Driver’s “5Best” trucks in 2006.

desert rock metallic

nighthawk black pearl

silver pearl metallic

midnight blue pearl

dark cherry pearl

ocean mist metallic

nimbus grey metallic 

ivory fabric ivory leather grey fabric grey leather black leather

Odyssey LX
244-hp, 3.5-litre, SOHC VTEC® V-6 • 5-speed automatic transmission 
with Grade Logic Control System • 4-wheel Anti-lock Braking System 
(ABS) with Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD) and Brake Assist  
• Drive-by-Wire Throttle System™ • Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA®) 
with Traction Control • Front independent and rear double-wishbone 
independent suspension • Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ 
(ACE™) body structure • Three-row side curtain airbags with rollover 
sensor • AM/FM/CD audio system with 4 speakers • Power front 
windows with auto-up/down driver’s window • In-floor storage  

• One-Motion 60/40 Split 3rd-Row Magic Seat® • Air conditioning 
system with rear controls • Remote entry system

Odyssey EX  Adds to or replaces LX features: 
Power sliding doors • 120-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with  
6-disc in-dash CD changer and 6 speakers • Dual-zone front 
automatic climate control system with air filtration • HomeLink®  

• Conversation mirror with sunglasses holder • Driver’s seat with  
8-way power adjustment • Stowable 2nd-Row Plus One Seat™  
(not available on Touring) • Integrated second-row sunshades  
• 16" aluminum-alloy wheels • Roof rails • Front passenger under-
seat storage tray • Ambient cabin lighting • Auto-off headlights  

• Exterior temperature indicator • Security system

Odyssey EX-L  Adds to or replaces EX features:
244-hp, 3.5-litre, SOHC i-VTEC® V-6 • Active Noise Cancellation  
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob • Variable  
Cylinder Management™ (VCM™) • Power moonroof with tilt feature  

• Leather-trimmed interior • Heated front seats • Active Control 
Engine Mount system (ACM) • Available Honda DVD Rear 
Entertainment System with 9-inch display, integrated remote 
control, and wireless headsets with personal surround sound 

Odyssey Touring  Adds to or replaces EX-L features:
Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System with bilingual Voice 
Recognition and rearview camera • 360-watt AM/FM/CD Premium 
audio system with 6-disc in-dash CD changer and 7 speakers 
including subwoofer • Power adjustable pedals • Remote-linked  
2-position memory system for driver’s seat • Removable second-
row console • Power tailgate • Auto-on/off headlights • Body-
coloured front and rear parking sensors • Tri-zone automatic 
climate control system with air filtration • 115-volt power outlet  
• Multi-Information Display (MID) • Fog lights • Second-row 
automatic HVAC controls • In-floor storage with Lazy Susan

Accessories
Third-row sunshade • All-weather floor mats • Automatic day/night 
rearview mirror with compass • Back-up sensor (body-coloured)  

• Front, rear and side skirts • Engine block heater • MP3 player • Fog 
lights • Hood edge deflector • Trailer hitch, harness and ball • Full 
nose mask • Ski or bicycle or snowboard attachment • Cargo tray  

• Cargo net • Rear splash guards

Exterior / Interior Colours LX EX EX-L Touring

Desert Rock Metallic Ivory Fabric Ivory Fabric Ivory Leather Ivory Leather

Silver Pearl Metallic Grey Fabric Grey Fabric Grey Leather Black Leather 

Dark Cherry Pearl Grey Fabric Grey Fabric

Ocean Mist Metallic Grey Fabric Grey Fabric Grey Leather Black Leather

Nighthawk Black Pearl   Grey Leather Black Leather

Midnight Blue Pearl Grey Fabric Grey Fabric Grey Leather Black Leather

Nimbus Grey Metallic Grey Fabric Grey Fabric Grey Leather Black Leather

Trim Levels & Colours



Engine LX EX EX-L Touring 

3.5-litre, 24-valve, SOHC VTEC® V-6 • • 
3.5-litre, 24-valve, SOHC i-VTEC® V-6   • • 
Active Control Engine Mount system (ACM)   • • 
Displacement (cc) 3471 3471 3471 3471 
Drive-by-Wire Throttle System™  • • • • 
Emissions rating Tier 2 Bin 5 Tier 2 Bin 5 Tier 2 Bin 5 Tier 2 Bin 5 
Horsepower @ rpm (SAE net Rev 8/04, SAE J1349)◊  244 @ 5750 244 @ 5750 244 @ 5750 244 @ 5750 
Recommended fuel Regular Regular Regular Regular 
Sequential multi-point fuel injection • • • • 
Torque (lb.-ft.) @ rpm (SAE net Rev 8/04, SAE J1349)◊ 240 @ 5000  240 @ 5000 240 @ 4500 240 @ 4500 
Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM™)   • • 
◊Horsepower and torque calculations reflect SAE J1349 procedures, revised August 2004.

Drivetrain     

5-speed automatic transmission with Grade Logic Control System • • • • 
Instrument panel-mounted shifter • • • • 
Towing capacity* (kg) 1588* 1588* 1588* 1588* 

 *When combined with Honda’s Accessory Towing Package. See your Owner’s/Driver’s Manual for details.

Chassis     

16" aluminum-alloy wheels  • • • 
16" steel wheels with covers •    
All-season tires P235/65 R16 P235/65 R16 P235/65 R16 P235/65 R16 
Front independent suspension • • • • 
Power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering  • • • • 
Power-assisted, ventilated front disc/solid rear disc brakes • • • • 
Rear double-wishbone independent suspension • • • • 

Safety     

3-point seat belt at all seating positions • • • • 
3-point seat belts with front pretensioners • • • • 
4-wheel Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD) and Brake Assist • • • • 
Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) body structure • • • • 
Child-proof rear door locks • • • • 
Dual-stage, dual-threshold front airbags (SRS)  • • • • 
Front side airbags with passenger-side Occupant Position Detection System (OPDS) • • • • 
Immobilizer Theft-Deterrent System • • • • 
LATCH (two positions in 2nd row and one position in 3rd row) • • • • 
Security system  • • • 
Three-row side curtain airbags with rollover sensor  • • • • 
Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)  • • • • 
Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA®) with Traction Control • • • • 

Exterior     

Body-coloured door handles Black • • • 
Body-coloured front and rear parking sensors     • 
Body-coloured heated folding power side mirrors Black • • • 
Body-coloured side moulding  Black • • • 
Fog lights    • 
Front splash guards  • • • • 
Integrated glass antenna • • • • 
Intermittent rear window wiper/washer • • • • 
Multi-reflector halogen headlights • • • • 
Power moonroof with tilt feature    • • 
Power sliding doors  • • • 
Rear roofline spoiler with integrated brakelight • • • • 
Rear window defroster • • • • 
Roof rails  • • • 
Tinted glass • • • • 
Variable intermittent windshield wipers • • • • 

Comfort & Convenience  

115-volt power outlet    • 
12-volt power outlets (2 front, 1 rear) • • • • 
Active Noise Cancellation   • • 
Air conditioning system •    
Ambient cabin lighting  • • • 
Automatic day/night rearview mirror    • 
Auto-off headlights  • •  
Auto-on/off headlights    • 
Cargo area bag hooks • • • • 
Coin box • • • • 

Comfort & Convenience LX EX EX-L Touring 

Conversation mirror with sunglasses holder  • • • 
Cruise control with steering wheel-mounted controls • • • • 
Door-pocket storage bins • • • • 
Driver’s and front passenger’s illuminated vanity mirrors • • • • 
Dual-zone front automatic climate control system with air filtration  • •  
Exterior temperature indicator  • • • 
HomeLink®  • • • 
Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System with bilingual Voice Recognition and rearview camera    • 
In-floor storage  • • •  
In-floor storage with Lazy Susan    • 
Integrated 2nd-row sunshades   • • • 
Maintenance Minder system  • • • • 
Multi-Information Display (MID)    • 
Power adjustable pedals    • 
Power front windows with auto-up/down driver’s window • • • • 
Power tailgate    • 
Rear storage well in cargo area • • • • 
Rear-seat heater ducts  • • • • 
Remote entry system  • • • • 
Remote-linked 2-position memory system for driver’s seat    • 
Removable 2nd-row console     • 
Second-row automatic HVAC controls    • 
Second-row manual HVAC controls • • •  
Second-row power windows  • • • • 
Tilt and telescoping steering column • • • • 
Tri-zone automatic climate control system with air filtration    • 

Entertainment     

AM/FM/CD audio system with 4 speakers •    
120-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 6-disc in-dash CD changer and 6 speakers  • •  
360-watt AM/FM 6-disc in-dash CD changer Premium audio system
with 7 speakers including subwoofer    • 
Honda DVD Rear Entertainment System with 9-inch display, 
integrated remote control, and wireless headsets with personal surround sound   Available • 

Seating & Trim 

Driver’s seat with 6-way adjustment  •    
Driver’s seat with 8-way power adjustment   • • • 
Heated front seats   • • 
Leather-trimmed interior   • • 
Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob   • • 
One-Motion 60/40 Split 3rd-Row Magic Seat® • • • • 
Seating Capacity  7 8 8 7 
Stowable 2nd-Row Plus One Seat™  • •  

Dimensions     

Cargo volume behind 1st row (L) 4173 4173 4173 4173 
Cargo volume behind 2nd row (L) 2579 2579 2579 2579 
Cargo volume behind 3rd row (L) 1934 1934 1934 1934 
Curb weight (kg) 1991 2032 2062 2104 
Fuel tank capacity (L) 80 80 80 80 
Headroom – front/2nd row/3rd row (mm) 1039/1016/976 1039/1016/976 996/1007/976 996/1007/976 
Height (mm) 1749 1779 1779 1779 
Hiproom – front/2nd row/3rd row (mm) 1448/1637/1231 1448/1637/1231 1448/1637/1231 1448/1637/1231 
Legroom – front/2nd row/3rd row (mm) 1036/1015/1044 1036/1015/1044 1036/1015/1044 1036/1015/1044 
Length (mm) 5105 5105 5105 5105 
Passenger volume (L) 4853 4853 4853 4853 
Shoulder room – front/2nd row/3rd row (mm) 1613/1603/1554 1613/1603/1554 1613/1603/1554 1613/1603/1554 
Track – front/rear (mm) 1695/1697 1695/1697 1695/1697 1695/1697 
Turning diameter – curb-to-curb (m) 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2 
Wheelbase (mm) 3000 3000 3000 3000 
Width – mirrors unfolded/folded (mm) 2198/1960 2198/1960 2198/1960 2198/1960 

Fuel Economy* (L/100km)     

Automatic transmission (City/Hwy) 13.3/8.5 13.3/8.5 12.7/8.2 12.7/8.2 

*Preliminary fuel consumption for comparison purposes only and may vary with usage and accessories. See Dealer for latest 2007 EnerGuide published by NRCan (when available). 
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strictest Honda standards. See your dealer for full details.

Genuine Honda Replacement Parts are made to the same 

exacting standards as original Honda components and are 

guaranteed by the Genuine Honda Parts Warranty.

Make the grade with Honda. If you’re a recent university or 

college graduate, you may be eligible for an allowance of up  

to $750 on certain Honda models. To learn more about the 

Graduate Program, visit honda.ca or see your participating 

Honda dealer.

Honda Canada Finance Inc. Whether you buy or lease  

a Honda, Honda Canada Finance Inc. can assist you with  

the process. Ask your dealer which lease or purchase plan  

best suits your needs.

We’re ready to help. When you purchase a 2007 Honda, you 

automatically receive Honda Plus Roadside Assistance. This 

service is available to you or anyone else driving your vehicle 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week, anywhere in Canada or the 

continental U.S. Coverage is for 3 years, unlimited distance and 

includes towing, battery boost, lock-out assistance plus many 

other helpful services. Ask your dealer for more information.

We’re Here. At Honda, assistance and support are always available. The team of trained technicians at your Honda dealership  

will keep your vehicle in terrific shape. Honda accessories installed at the time your vehicle is purchased are covered under the  

3-year/60,000-km limited warranty. If you need more information or assistance, call us at 1-888-9-HONDA-9. For all of the latest 

Honda information, including product specifications, pricing, photos and more, visit honda.ca. It has everything you need to “design” 

your Honda and personalize it with items from a list of quality accessories.

Get the latest photos, MSRPs, features, specs and more at www.honda.ca
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